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Abstract
This paper examines the three different systems that were used for writing vernacular Korean with Chinese-borrowed characters in the ancient period of the
country: idu, gugyeol, and hyangchal. As opposed to idu and hyangchal, writing systems that have the trait of transcribing, instead of translating, vernacular languages, gugyeol can be characterized as translating Korean vernacular
sentences in terms of the meaning of Chinese-borrowed characters. The development of the gugyeol system started from the previous indication of reading
order using “to 吐” marks and led to the creation of the symbol-gugyeol system using jeomto marks and the interpretative-reading gugyeol system using
to marks, showing similarity to the development process of idu.
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Introduction
In terms of character use, Korean history is divided into the following
three eras: the period of transcription with borrowed characters, the
period of Hunminjeongeum (Proper Sounds for the Instruction of the
People), the national character era (modern transitional period), and
the Hangeul (Korean alphabet). Before the promulgation of Hangeul,
characters loaned from Chinese were mainly used for transcription of
vernacular words. The Chinese-borrowing writing system is the
method of writing vernacular words by using the sounds and meanings of Chinese characters. After the introduction of Chinese characters, borrowed characters were used mainly for transcription of proper nouns and later were more widely employed as a means to write
Korean sentences. The earliest records of transcription with borrowed
characters that are extant include the characters inscribed on King
Gwanggaeto’s Stele erected in 414 and other records made around
the same year. The writing system, used until the early twentieth
century in Korea, remains a valuable national asset as well as a significant source for research of the history of Korean language.
The writing system using Chinese-borrowed characters can be
classified into two categories: word transcription and sentence transcription. In terms of sentence transcription, there were three different systems for writing Korean with Chinese-borrowed characters:
idu, gugyeol, and hyangchal. They were also popularly called idu
scripts, gugyeol scripts, and hyangchal scripts. Among them, gugyeol
can be characterized as translating vernacular sentences in terms of
the meaning of Chinese-borrowed characters. As opposed to gugyeol,
idu and hyangchal have the trait of transcribing, instead of translating, vernacular languages. Idu scripts were used mainly in public and
private documents for practical use, while hyangchal scripts were
used for transcribing hyangga (vernacular poetry). The Chinese-borrowing writing system of Korean can be classified as follows:
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Table 1. Chinese-Borrowing Writing System of Korea
Transcription
of words

Transcription of proper nouns (names of places, persons,
and titles) and transcription of ordinary nouns
Hyangchal (writing system used in hyangga or vernacular
poetry)
)
Idu (technical official writing system; literally“clerk readings”
Gugyeol

Transcription
of sentences

Munja gugyeol
(character
gugyeol)

Seokdok gugyeol (interpretativereading gugyeol)
Eumdok gugyeol (phoneticreading gugyeol; otherwise
called sundok gugyeol)

Buho gugyeol
Seokdok gugyeol (interpretative(symbol gugyeol) reading gugyeol)
Eumdok gugyeol (*otherwise
called gakpil buho gugyeol or
mukseo buho gugyeol, depending
on clay inscription tools)

Transcription with Chinese-borrowed characters refers to the method
of writing vernacular Korean words by using the sound and meaning
of Chinese characters. The writing system has two methods of borrowing Chinese characters: one is to borrow Chinese characters to
represent Korean meaning and the other is to borrow Chinese characters to represent sound, disregarding the original meaning. The former is referred to as “dok 讀 principle” and the latter “ga 假 principle.” The transcription principle is classified by Prof. Nam PungHyun as follows:
Eumcha (phonetic borrowing):
– Eumdokja: Chinese characters phonetically rendering vernacular
words in the same meaning of the borrowed characters
– Eumgaja: Chinese characters phonetically rendering vernacular
words irrespective of their original meanings
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Huncha (semantic borrowing):
– Hundokja: Chinese characters used to read vernacular words in
accordance with their meanings
– Hungaja: Chinese characters used to read vernacular words irrespective of their meanings

This paper will examine the use of ancient characters in terms of vernacular word transcription, idu and gugyeol.

Word Transcription of Ancient Vernacular Korean
The transcription of vernacular words has been widely known as the
proper noun writing system. However, recent findings of Baekje and
Silla wooden tablets have drawn the attention of academics, as many
of these tablets contain the transcription of common nouns in Chinese-borrowed characters in addition to the transcription of proper
nouns (names of persons, places, and titles). Proper nouns were written with Chinese-borrowed characters even before Chinese characters
began to be used for transcribing vernacular sentences. Therefore,
transcription with borrowed characters is presumed to have started
from transcription of proper nouns. The inscriptions on the King
Gwanggaeto Stele (erected in 414) contained many transcribed names
of persons and places in Chinese characters as well as transcribed
names of kingdoms such as Baekje and Silla. Transcriptions of proper
nouns with borrowed characters are found not only in inscriptions on
stones and wooden tablets during the Three Kingdoms Period but
also in Chinese inscriptions on tombstones and other written records.
Some Chinese historical documents also contain Korean proper
nouns, such as the names of ancient kingdoms, titles, and persons,
which were transcribed into Chinese-borrowed characters.
The ancient inscriptions on stones and recently discovered wooden tablets contain vernacular words transcribed into Chinese. They
hold great historical value as raw historical materials of the ancient
period. For an example, the Jeokseong Stone Monument in Danyang
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erected in 540 contains the transcription of a personal name, Isabuji
伊史夫智, and the Jinheungwang Sunsubi (Monument commemorating
the border inspection of Mt. Bukhansan by King Jinheung) have the
recording of a personal name, Geochilbuji 居七夫智, which were represented as Taejong 苔宗 and Hwangjong 荒宗, respectively, in Samguk
sagi (Historical Records of the Three Kingdoms).
① 伊史夫智~苔宗 (* [잇]
)
居七夫智~居柒夫~荒宗 (*거츨

)

The comparative examination of the two examples above shows that
“伊史” (isa) and “居七” (geochil), which were phonetically transcribed,
respectively correspond to “잇” (苔) and “거츨” (荒), in accordance
with the meanings of Chinese characters. This comparative examples
also help identify the ancient origins of the medieval Korean words,
“거츨” (荒), and “잇” (苔).
②

或作異次 或云伊處 方音之別也 釋云 也 頓道覩獨等 皆隨書者之便 乃助辭也
滅身” [Wonjongheungbeop yeomchokmyeolsin], in
(From “原宗興法
volume 3 of Samguk yusa)

The sentence ② is an exegesis related to the transcription of the name
of a historical figure, Ichadon 異次頓. Yeomchok
and Ichadon are
the transcriptions of the name of the same figure. It shows that “ ”
(yeom), the semantic transcription, corresponds to the phonetic transcription “異次” (icha; 巍) or “伊處” (icheo; 巍). The syllable “巍” (it)
here corresponds to the medieval word 困 (巍). The exegesis also
explains such Chinese characters as “ , 頓, 道, 覩, 獨” as postpositions
used for convenience sake.
The inscription on the Petroglyphs in Cheonjeon-ri, Ulju-gun in
Ulsan, which is presumed to have been erected in 539, has a word
for an official title, “Pajinganji 波珍干支,” which was changed into
“Haechan 海飡” in later times, indicating that the word “波珍/바 ”
meant the sea. The recordings about the transcription of proper
nouns are found in many inscriptions on stones, wooden blocks, and
ancient documents as well as in the historical sources of Goryeo peri-
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od. They are significant references for the research of ancient words
which show the changes in the transcription of vernacular Korean
words.
Samguk sagi (Historical Records of the Three Kingdoms) and
Samguk yusa (Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms) are crucial
resources for research of ancient Korean words. In particular, the
chapter “Jiriji” (Geography Section) in volume 34 through 37 of
Samguk sagi is a comprehensive compilation of the ancient geographical names of the Three Kingdoms Period. One of the notable cases
cited in the Geography Section is the renaming of old geographical
names into new ones in the 16th year of King Gyeongdeok’s reign
(757). As the new names were coined with Chinese characters, based
on their old names, the comparison of the old and new words provides a crucial source for identifying the forms and origins of the
words in those periods. As an example, Yeongdong-gun 永同郡 was
renamed by King Gyeongdeok into Bongildong-gun 本吉同郡, which is
translated as meaning: “Originally it was called Gildong-gun 吉同郡.”
This case testifies that the phonetic transcription “ 吉” (meaning
“fortune”) had the meaning of “永” (“eternity”).
③ 永同郡 本吉同郡 景德王改名 今因之

These old references also help reconstruct forgotten words. In the
phrase “買忽一云水城,” we can find “買” (mae; 매) and “忽” (hol; 홀),
which respectively refer to the meanings of “水” (meaning “water”)
and “城” (meaning “fortress”), which are words from the Three Kingdoms Period.

Idu—A Korean Phonetic System for Reading Chinese Characters
Idu is one of the writing systems to represent vernacular Korean borrowing the sound and meaning from Chinese characters. Idu scripts
were mainly used in technical writings or official documents. It was
usually used in official documents, but there were some cases of
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using idu for translating Chinese writings. Daemyeongnyul jikhae
(Literal Explanation of the Ming Code) and Yangjam gyeongheom
chwaryo (Manual on Sericulture) are the examples of using idu for
translating Chinese writings. The appellations or recordings of idu are
also much varied among documents and references. The appellations
of idu include ido (in Daemyeongnyul jikhae), idu (in the preface to
Hunminjeongeum by Jeong In-ji and in the memorial submitted by
Choe Man-ri), ito 吏吐 (in Imun jamnye), idu 吏頭 (in Yuseo pilji),
ridok 里讀 (in Jaemulbo complied by Yi Man-yeong), ido 吏刀, itu 吏套,
etc. Other words such as iseo 吏書 (in Jewang ungi), ichal 吏札 (in
Donggok yeoji seungnam), and ieo 吏語 are also cited as other appellations of idu. Such words as “道, 讀, 吐, 頭, 刀, 套” that are found in idu
transcription must be varied phonetic representations of a same Korean word, although their origins are not certain. They are presumed to
have same origin as “吐” (to) in gugyeol and to be a variation of “讀”
(du) in “句讀” (gudu). Hyangchal, idu, and gugyeol have a common
feature as a method to transcribe sentences with borrowed characters, but they differ from each other in that hyangchal was the
method to transcribe entire sentences with borrowed characters,
while gugyeol scripts were used to read Chinese sentences in Korean
translation. Idu also differed from the former two in that it was mainly used for technical writings.
It might be desirable to classify idu scripts into the idu scripts of
the early phase (or primitive idu) and those of the second phase. The
early-phase idu, characterized by the vulgar use of Chinese characters, has the distinctive trait of using Chinese characters in the order
of words in Korean sentences. Unlike the second-phase idu scripts,
the early-phase ones are also characterized by very rare use of Korean endings to Chinese characters. The early form of idu scripts is
found in the writings of the Three Kingdoms Period. The inscriptions
on the King Gwanggaeto Stele, four stone ramparts of Goguryeo period, and the Goguryeo. Stele in Jungwon are examples of the early idu
scripts of Goguryeo kingdom. They are partially in the order of Korean words. As a vulgar Chinese or a variant of Chinese, they have the
characteristics of adding vernacular words to Chinese characters.
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④ 雖有富足之者 亦不得擅買 其有違令 賣者刑之 買人制令守墓之
(From the King Gwangaeto Stele erected in 414).
⑤ 建立處 用者 賜之
(From the Goguryeo Stele in Jungwon erected in 495).
⑥ 漢城下 後部 小兄 文達節 自此 西北行 涉之
(From the inscriptions on Goguryeo ramparts, presumed to be dated
back to 566).

The sentences ④, ⑤, and ⑥ from the records of the Goguryeo kingdom show the case of using “之” (ji) as a word-final suffix. Such use
of “之” as in sentences like “其有違令 賣者刑之” and “買人制令守墓之” was
developed later to signify the declarative sentence ending “다” (da) in
Silla Kingdom’s idu scripts. The inscription ⑤ shows the normal
order of Chinese words, but contains a sentence in Korean word
order. The initial part of the Goguryeo Stele in Jungwon (Jungwon
guryeobi 中原高句麗碑), “ 五月中” (owoljung; meaning “in May”), in
Korean word order remains a significant reference that shows the use
of “ 中 ” (jung). Compared with the King Gwanggaeto Stele, the
Goguryeo Stele in Jungwon is deemed to have more Goguryeo-styled
Chinese sentences (in vulgar Chinese).
The Silver Bracelets with Inscriptions (National Treasure No.
160) excavated from the tomb of King Muryeong is the early form of
representative idu scripts of Baekje Kingdom. The bracelet of the
queen of King Sama has the inscription as follows:
⑦ 庚子年二月多利作 大夫人分? 二百三十主耳

A problematic factor in the translation of the phrase ⑦ is the character following “大夫人” (daebuin). If it is judged as “分” (bun; meaning
“belongs to”), the sentence is translated as above (“It belongs to the
queen”). The syllable “主” (ju) in the phrase ⑦ is a phonetic loan
from “銖” (ju), a noun for a unit of measure that denotes the same
sound.
The Four Wooden Tablets discovered in Neungsan-ri is a historical document from the Baekje kingdom. The first and second tablets
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is “Jiyagasingmigi 支藥兒食米記” (Records of Rice Provision to Jiyaga)
and the third one is different from the two. The sentence, “其身者如黑
也” (“Its body appears black”), in the third wooden tablet was followed by an intentional blank. Therefore, the blank is presumed to
be a mark to separate the two sentences before and after it. Judging
the phrase before the blank as an independent sentence, “者” (ja)
serves as the subject of the sentence and “也” (ya) as a sentence-ending suffix. The use of “中” (jung) in the phrase “戊寅年 六月中” (“In
June of the Muin year”) appearing in “Jwagwandaesikgi 佐官貸食記,” a
wooden tablet used as a document in Baekje, is the same idu transcription as the early idu scripts of Goguryeo and Silla.
The Inscription on the Silla Monument in Naengsu-ri, Yeongil in
the early sixth century, the Record of the Oath Made in the Year of
Imsin (Imsin seogiseok 壬申誓記石), the Inscription on Monument for
Dammed Pool Construction in the Year of Musul (Musul ojakbi myeong
戊戌塢作碑銘 ) in 578, and the Epigraphy on Monument for New
Fortress in Namsan (Namsan sinseongbi myeong 南山新城碑銘) are the
early idu scripts in Chinese arranged in Korean word order. It was
around the historical period that “節” (jeol) meaning “at this time”
and “之,” a sentence-final ending that denotes “다” (da) started to be
used in idu style.
Around the late seventh century after Silla unified the Three
Kingdoms, idu scripts undergo remarkable change. Idu of that time
presented new methods of transcribing postpositions and word endings of vernacular language into Chinese-borrowed characters, in
addition to the arrangement of Chinese characters in Korean word
order. This new method is called the second phase of idu transcription. The oldest example of the representative idu scripts at that time
was No. 149 wooden tablet of the Wolseong Moat. Before the finding
of the wooden tablets, the idu scripts on the Chronicle of Building
Amitabha Statue at Gamsansa Temple created in the year 720 had
been regarded as the earliest records of Korean endings transcribed
into Chinese characters.
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⑧ (page 1) 大鳥知郞足下 万拜 白ㅣ/ 大鳥知郞足下 万拜 며 다
(page 2) 經中 入用 思 買 白不퓐紙 一二/ 經긔 入用 것을 아려 구매
것. 白不퓐紙 한 두(또는 열두) 개( ).
(page 3) 牒 垂賜 敎在之 後事者 命盡/ 牒을 내리시어 敎( )겨다. 後事
命대로 다 여
(page 4) 使內/ 시기 (브리 )

The wooden tablet No.149 of the Wolseong Moat, with the inscription shown in ⑧ was produced in the scripture printing center of
Silla. The whole sentence in the tablet is written in the second-phase
idu, and it begins with an introductory phrase in the style of letter
writing. The wooden tablet of the Wolseong Moat has close relationship with the early style of Japanese letter, starting with “某足下 (or 某
前) 白 (or 申)” (meaning “dear whomever it may concern”). The document requests that paper be procured for the purpose of printing the
scripture in accordance with the instruction of a letter. The document
produced by the scripture printing center was probably delivered by
an official department of the center to other departments or authorities. It is presumed to date from the late seventh century, considering
the period when Wolseong existed. The idu on the wooden tablet
found at the Wolseong Moat is one of the handwritings used in the
capital city of Silla in the late seventh century. The scripts show not
only the Korean word order but the transcription of Korean to marks
(specific punctuation marks attached to Chinese characters). It also
helps identifying the use of the honorific prefinal ending “賜” (시; si),
the auxiliary verb functioning as a prefinal ending “在” (겨; gyeo), the
ancient prefinal ending “內” ( ; na), as well as “中” (긔; gui), a locative case marker.
The declarative sentence endings, “ㅣ” (다) and “之” are also
found in “白ㅣ” in page 1 of the wooden tablets and “敎在之” (gyojaeji)
in page 3. “敎在之” in page 3 shows that the declarative sentence ending “之” (다; da), is followed by the prefinal ending, “在” (겨; gyeo).
The character “ㅣ” in “白ㅣ” on page 1, which represents “之” in cursive style, is an abbreviation used in idu and gugyeol scripts, and it
later developed into a gugyeol character. It is a meaningful reference
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in that it contains “ㅣ” (之; 다; da), which is directly connected with
the gugyeol character, “ㅣ.” In addition, “ホ” (等; deung), “乃” (那; na),
“ ” (彌; mi), which were used as gugyeol characters, are also the
abbreviated characters found in idu scripts. The phrase, “白ㅣ” (白之),
found on the wooden tablets of Silla and Japan, was a frequently
used expression. The phrase, “白ㅣ” (白之) is also found on a wooden
tablet recently excavated in Anapji, which starts with the following
sentence: “洗宅白之” (洗宅이 사룁니다; “I, Setaek, dare to tell you, sir.”).
In the eighth century, after idu scripts began to go through second-phase development, idu became able to more faithfully represent
vernacular Korean. This was unprecedented in any former period of
Goguryeo, Baekje, or Japan. The second-phase idu scripts include the
Inscription on the Statue of Amitabha Tathagata at Gamsansa Temple
(in 720), the Inscription on the Bell of Mujinsa Temple (745), Silla
hwaeomgyeong sagyeong joseonggi (Chronicles of Work to Produce
Duplicate Version of Avatamsaka Sutra of Silla) (in 755), and Yeongtae inyeonmyeong seokjo birojana buljosangmyeong (Chronicles of
Erecting Stone Statue of Vairocana Buddha in the Second Year of
Yeongtae) (in 766).
Of them, the Yeongtae inyeonmyeong seokjo birojana buljosangmyeong is a representative idu script closely representing vernacular Korean of the mid-eighth century. They showcase correct transcriptions of to marks, for which abbreviated forms of Chinese characters
are used to form Korean endings, and also the “ending sound attachment system” (mareum cheomgibeop).
⑨ 成內 願旨者 皇龍寺 緣起法師 爲內賜 第一 恩 賜 父 願 爲 內 第二 法界 一
切 衆生 皆 成佛(道) 欲 爲賜以 成賜乎 經之
이룬(또는, 이루려 하는) 서원의 취지는 황룡사 연기법사가 삼으신 것으로(만
드신 것으로) 첫째는 은혜를 주신 아버지의 願을 위하여 삼았으며(만들었으
며), 둘째는 법계 일체 중생이 다 불도를 이루게 되기를 바라심으로 이루신 경
이다.
The accomplished objects of the academy were set by Master
Yeongi at Hwangnyongsa temple: the first was to fulfill the wishes of the gracious father; and the second was to make all Buddhist beings attain Buddha’s enlightenment.
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⑩ 成內 法者, 楮根中 香水

生長令內

然後中 若 楮皮 脫那 脫皮 練那 紙作

伯士那 經寫筆師那 經心匠那 佛菩薩像筆師 走使人那 菩薩戒 授令
諸 人等 若 大小便爲哉 若 臥宿哉 若 食 喫哉 爲者 香水 用

齊食

右

沐浴令只 但 作

處中 進在之
(사경을) 이룬 법은, 닥나무 뿌리에 향수를 뿌려서 생장시키며 연후에 (혹) 닥
나무 껍질을 벗기거나 벗긴 닥나무 껍질을 불려 익히거나 (하는) 紙作伯士나,
경을 베끼는 필사나, 경심장이나, 불·보살상 필사의 走使人이나 보살계를 받
게 하며 齊食하며(齊戒하여 먹으며), 위의 여러 사람들이 만약 대소변을 보거
나 (만약) 누워 자거나 (만약) 밥을 먹거나 하면, 향수를 사용하여 목욕시키어
야만 오직 만드는 곳에 나아갈 수 있었다.
The law is to let all—including the jijak baeksa who sprays perfume on the root of a paper mulberry and grows it, or peels the
bark off the tree and cooks it, the calligrapher who copies scriptures, the gyeomsimjang, and the jusain—become Bodhisattvaprecepts. If these people relieve themselves, sleep, or eat, we
have to make them bathe using perfume. Only by doing this can
they reach the abode of perfect bliss.

The sentences ⑨ and ⑩ are idu scripts in Silla hwaeomgyeong
sagyeong joseonggi (Chronicles of Work to Produce Duplicate Version
of Avatamsaka Sutra of Silla) (in 755). The word “者” (ja) in the
phrase “成內 願旨者” in sentence ⑨ and in the phrase “成內 法者” in the
sentence ⑩ signifies nominative particle “는” (neun). The word “成”
(seong) represents the verb “이루” (iru), and “內” (nae) corresponds
with the ancient prefinal ending “ ” (na), with the gerund ending
“ㄴ” [n] being omitted. These sentences contain the ancient prefinal
ending of the honorific sentence “賜” (시; si), the prefinal ending signifying perfect tense “在” (겨; gyeo) and another prefinal ending “乎”
(오; o). Unlike fifteenth-century Korean words, “샤” (shya), which is
the combined pronunciation of “시” (si) and the prefinal ending “오”
(o), it is written as “賜乎” (시오; sio) in “成賜乎” (이루시온; irusion).
The character “中” (jung) in phrases such as “楮根中,” “處中,” “然後
中,” and “經心 內中” is the transcription of the locative case marker
“긔” (gui). The instrumental grammatical affix “以” (로; ro) is found in
“爲賜以,” which is an integration of “ ” (ha), the honorific prefinal
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ending “賜” (시; si), and the instrumental grammatical affix “以.” The
gerund ending “ㄴ,” following “賜,” is omitted here. The two sentences show that the gerund endings may be often omitted. Other
noun endings include “ ” (곰; gom) and “那” (나; na). The syllable
“ ” in “散 ” is the conjugative ending of verbs. The sentences
above also contain conjunctive grammatical affixes “ ” (며; myeo)
and “哉” (jae). Unlike earlier idu texts, Silla hwaeomgyeong sagyeong
joseonggi reflects various transcriptions of Korean endings added to
Chinese characters. As it also shows many cases of translation of
ordinary vernacular words with Chinese characters, this idu text
remains a valuable reference to the mid-eighth century Korean. It
uses the syllable “令” (시기 or ) in the following phrases: “生長令內 ”
(生長시기 며), “授令 ,” “沐浴令只” (목욕시기), and “令只者” (시긴). Given
the use of the syllable “令” in “沐浴令只” and “令只者,” it may be read
roughly as “시기” (sigi), as “只” in “令只” expresses the ending of the
verb stem.
The word “進在之” is the integration of the stem of a verb “進-,”
the prefinal ending “在”, and the sentence-sentence-final ending “之”
(다; da). Such words as “成內之” and “進在之” cannot be found in the
earlier idu scripts. They show that the stems of verbs “成” and “進”
were conjugated, respectively, with the prefinal endings “內” ( ; na)
and “在” (겨; gyeo), which were again integrated with the sentencefinal ending “之” (다; da). This transcription method is not found in
the first-phase idu nor in the ancient verbal Chinese, as it is different
from the use of “ 之’ as a sentence-final ending in the translated
ancient Buddhist scriptures, ancient Chinese wooden documents, or
early idu scripts. This transcription method is found only in the second-phase idu scripts. The idu of Silla hwaeomgyeong sagyeong
joseonggi unveils another notable development of Korean idu. The
sentence-final ending of an assertive sentence is transcribed as “之”
(다; da), or “如” (다; da), as in the sentences ⑪ and ⑫ below, exhibiting a significant feature of idu development.
⑪ . . . 作處中 至者 三歸依
坐中 昇 經 寫在如

三 反 頂禮爲內 佛菩薩 華嚴經等 供養爲內 以後中
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(사경을) 만드는 곳에 이르면 삼귀의씩 세 번 정례하고 부처와 보살과 화엄경
등을 공양한 이후에 자리에 올라 경을 베꼈다(베낄 수 있었다).
Where the scriptures were made, everybody had to bow three
times with great care and hold a memorial service for Buddha,
Bodhisattva, and Avatamsaka, and then copy scriptures (or were
able to copy scriptures).
⑫ 經心 內中 一收 舍利
入內如
경심 안에 1枚의 사리씩 넣었다.
They put a mae of sarira into gyeongsim.

It is significant in the development of idu and the Chinese-borrowing
writing system that the new syllable “如” began to be used along with
“之,” which was based on ancient vernacular Chinese, from the mideighth century in order to transcribe the sentence-final ending “다”
(da). It indicates a remarkable change in which “之” used to write
“다,” a declarative sentence-final ending in vernacular Korean sentences, was replaced with the borrowed character “如”—a practice
which had been impossible in the structure of Chinese characters
until that time. The creation of the gugyeol character “ㅣ” (다; da),
and the use of “如” instead of the sentence-final ending “之” in idu
scripts and hyangga (local songs) represent a significant development
in the writing system of Korean. The other documents coming after
Silla hwaeomgyeong sagyeong joseonggi show the coexistence of the
sentence-final ending “如” with “之.”
⑬ 馬於內 上 一具 上仕之 尾者 上仕而汚去如
(From the “Second Silla Documents at Shosoin Imperial Repository,” which are presumed to date back to mid-eighth century)
⑭ 內物是在如/ 內物이겨다.
(From the “Chronicle of Erecting Stone Statue of Vairocana Buddha in the Second Year of Yeongtae,” published in AD 766)

The phrase ⑬ in the “Second Silla Documents at Shosoin Imperial
Repository,” which is presumed to date back to the mid-eighth century, shows the coexistence of “之” and “如” in the following phrases:
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“上仕之” (meaning “had him work in the higher office”) and “汚去如”
(meaning “got it dirty”). In the phrase ⑭ the declarative sentencefinal endings “之” and “如” are used together. It indicates that the sentence-final ending “如” started to appear in the documents after the
mid-eighth century. Another characteristics of the second-phase idu
scripts is the transcription of “다” into “如.” This kind of usage of the
sentence-final ending is never found in the ancient Japanese variations of Chinese characters, ancient translations of Buddhist scriptures, or wooden documents of the Han dynasty of China. The sentence-final ending “之,” which was widely used in the early idu scripts
and the second phase idu before the mid-tenth century, began to be
replaced by “如/다,” which first appeared in Silla hwaeomgyeong
sagyeong joseonggi and disappeared from the old scripts around the
early Goryeo period in the tenth century. Its vestige remained in the
form of gugyeol character “ㅣ” (다). The syllable “ㅣ” was generated
from the cursive style of “之.” The syllable “之,” used to transcribe the
sentence-final ending “다” both in the early-phase and second-phase
idu from the late seventh century, disappeared from idu produced
from the mid-tenth century. It remains in gugyeol scripts of Goryeo
dynasty in the form of the gugyeol character “ㅣ.” There exists no
example of using “之” as a sentence-final ending among now remaining hyangga songs. One of the major traits of transcription in hyangga
is the use of “如” as a sentence-final ending.
Idu scripts were widely used during Goryeo in the tradition of
Silla. Goryeo idu is characterized by more diverse use of transcribed
Korean endings than ever before. About 60 kinds of idu scripts from
the Goryeo period are extant, and the possibility remains of finding
other kinds of idu texts. The idu texts that we have today are mostly
official documents and chronicles, thus indicating that idu was
reserved mainly for practical use and was established as an official
form of documentation.
Silla’s idu scripts were still used in the early Goryeo dynasty, but
a changed form of idu is presumed to have been designated as an
official type of documentation in compliance with the order issued in
the sixth year of King Seongjong’s reign (987). Recently unveiled full
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texts of Bulguksa mugujeonggwangtap jungsugi (in 1024), Bulguksa
seoseoktap jungsuhyeongjigi (in 1038), and Bulguksa (tapjungsu)
bosimyeong gongjungseungso myeonggi (in 1038) are valuable
sources for the research of the idu scripts and the Chinese-borrowing
writing system of the eleventh century.

Gugyeol
Gugyeol is a way of reading Chinese characters by interpreting them
into Korean, which was developed as a method for reading Chinese
in Korean. Gugyeol is presumed to have developed since the time of
the Great Reverend Uisang (625-702). As various materials using the
method of symbol gugyeol (buho gugyeol) inscribed with a stylus
(gakpil) have been recently found alongside with ancient materials
that partially interpret Chinese characters in reading Chinese texts,
the issue of how to classify and organize such gugyeol materials has
been newly raised.
If classifying the gugyeol texts of Korea according to the way of
reading written Chinese, we may have seokdok gugyeol (interpretative-reading gugyeol) and eumdok gugyeol (phonetic-reading gugyeol).
This is also a classification according to the contents of the text.
These two categories are sufficient for us to classify gugyeol texts that
are meaningful in the field of linguistics. In fact, the earlier symbol
gugyeol sources can all be read in the way of interpretative-reading
gugyeol, while most of the symbol-gugyeol texts published after the
late fourteenth century are very similar to the texts written in phonetic-reading gugyeol. Apart from this, gugyeol can be classified into several types according to its writing scripts. Whether using characters,
dots, or lines in writing gugyeol scripts, or showing the order of reading Chinese characters with numbers or marks, gugyeol can be divided into the following types:
Symbol gugyeol
Character gugyeol

Borrowed-character gugyeol
Hangeul gugyeol
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Figure 1 shows symbol gugyeol inscribed
with stylus called gakpil. This is a gugyeol
material in which reading marks called
jeomto were inscribed, instead of gugyeol
characters. Volume 20 of the Jin dynasty
version of Hwaeomgyeong (Avatamsaka
Sutra) held at the Seongam Museum of Historical Literature is a woodblock print edition that preserves Silla manuscripts in
their original forms. Judging from letter
forms or paper properties, it is estimated to
have been created over a century before
Figure 1. The Jin dynasty
Chojo daejanggyeong (The First Tripitaka
version of HwaeomKoreana) was made. Symbol-gugyeol texts
gyeong, volume 20
inscribed with stylus are considered to be
(kept at the Seongam
very important resources for research into
Museum of Historical
the history of reading Chinese characters in
Literature)
East Aisa and the history of character development. This material has been recently
discovered in large quantities, beginning with the discovery by the
Japanese scholar Kobayashi Yoshinori in the year 2000. For instance,
gugyeol texts inscribed with stylus from the tenth century to the late
Joseon period have been discovered. Among these artifacts, there are
not only symbol-gugyeol items but also gugyeol items containing borrowed characters. Among those of later period were found a variety of
materials, including even gugyeol texts in Hangeul inscribed with a
stylus, not to mention symbol-gugyeol texts written in brush scripts.
Symbol gugyeol holds a significant status in the history of reading Chinese characters, in particular as it was used for logographic
translation (hundok; kunyomi in Japanese) of Chinese even before
the interpretative-reading gugyeol that used gugyeol characters began
to be fully used across the peninsula. Among the texts in symbolgugyeol scripts of the later period that used jeomto marks or symbols,
some are in scripts closely akin to those of phonetic-reading gugyeol.
But almost all of the now extant symbol-gugyeol texts dating from the
eighth to the thirteenth centuries take on the character of those written in phonetic-reading gugyeol. Symbol-gugyeol texts can be classi-
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fied into those inscribed with stylus and those written in brush scripts
in red or black ink, according to which tool was used to inscribe the
symbols.
First, let us examine the jeomto gugyeol or symbol gugyeol of the
Silla period through the gugyeol texts inscribed in the Sato version of
the Hwaeom munui yogyeol, which is contained in a different version
of the Hwaeom munui yogyeol mundap edited by Monk Pyowon at
Hwangnyongsa temple of Silla. The Sato version of the Hwaeom munui
yogyeol is a precious document that the Japanese colonial government
designated as a national treasure in 1938. Besides jeomto marks, various symbols related to the reading of Chinese
characters are used in this document. For
example, an inversion line called yeokdokseon
is an orange arc-shaped line going up from
left to right and looking like “ㄴ,” which is a
symbol that indicates the original text should
be read and translated in Korean word order.
In addition, Chinese numerals appear in the
document, such as “一, 二, 三” referring to the
order of reading and translating the original
Chinese texts into Korean.
⑮ A: 問若雨何故菩提流支云前之五會[23(·)]是

成

道初七日說[33( )]第六會[23(·)]後是第二七
日說[33( )]耶 (From the Sato version,
149-151)
A0: 問. 若雨 何故 菩提流支 云 前之五會
成道 初七日 說ㅣ 第六會 後

是

是 第二七日 說

ㅣ{耶}

A´: I am asking. If then, why do you? Bod
hiruci says, “The previous five meetings were held on the first seventh
Figure 2. Enlarged
pictures of the
example sentence ⑮

day after Buddha ’ s attainment of
Great Wisdom. It was the 27th day
when the sixth meeting was held.
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Figure 3. Enlarged
pictures of the example sentence ⒃

Figure 4. Enlarged pictures
of the example sentence ⒔

In the example sentence ⑮, it would be a natural sentence if the dot
following 23 [23(·)], which indicates the topic marker, was inscribed
after “第六會後,” instead of after “第六會.” Some previous studies have
been conducted on the gugyeol in the Sato version, including those
by Kobayashi Yoshinori (2002a, 2006) and Kim Young Wook (2003).
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Dot maps presented in those studies appear below.
Among the jeomto texts inscribed in the Sato version of Hwaeom
munui yogyeol, some dots can be read only when interpreted based
on the gugyeol of Silla, not in a Japanese context. As mentioned
above, “23(·)” is an auxiliary postposition that marks the topic corresponding to the character “은.” This “은” was written as a gerund
ending in ancient Korean. This interpretation is impossible in Japanese kunten 訓点 markings. The following example sentence ⒃ illustrates this:
⒃ A: 說經[23(·), juseo] 佛義
(From the Sato version of Hwaeom munui yogyeol mundap, 205206).
A´: Teaching scriptures / the will of Buddha
⒔ A: 六品[23(·)] 四卷[33( )]
(From the Sato version of Hwaeom munui yogyeol mundap, 51)
A´: Yukpum consists of four volumes.

The jeomto mark “23(·)” shown in the example sentence ⒃ does not
function as a topic but as a gerund. The jeomto mark “33( · )”
inscribed in the example sentence ⒔ corresponds to “다.” The dots
marked in the place of “33” lengthen somewhat in this material so
that they appear to be line dots, but in terms of function, they indicate declarative sentence endings. In the example sentences contained in the Sato version of Hwaeom munui yogyeol mundap, jeomto
marks are inscribed around Chinese characters in red ink. All the
jeomto marks can be classified into seven groups according to their
position, as shown in figure 5. In the figure, the regular square in
solid lines indicates the contour surrounding Chinese characters,
while the dotted lines indicate the boundary between each domain
where jeomto marks are inscribed. Organizing the jeomto marks
inscribed in each domain results in following figure 5, in which the
position change of the jeomto marks is indicated with black dots on
the square. And the dot map in figure 6 results from deciphering and
organizing the jeomto marks in the text.
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여[j‰]

긔[kij]

ㅅ[s]

ㄴ/은[n]

며[mj‰]

Figure 5. The places where jeomto
marks are inscribed

다[ta]

Figure 6. A map of jeomto marks

The symbol-gugyeol inscribed with seven simple jeomto marks, as
seen in figure 5, which is of the same descent as those in the
Hwaeomgyeong from the eighth century, came to have a more complicated development process in the Goryeo period. The content of
the jeomto marks varies according to each Buddhist sect. The symbol
gugyeol of the Goryeo period is shown in various forms, unlike that
of the early Silla dynasty. The symbol-gugyeol materials from the
tenth- to thirteenth-century Silla that are extant have a very complicated and precise system; but, in comparison, those of the Goryeo era
are shown in much more various forms, making difference from
those of Silla. Such variety is also seen in the symbols used in jeomto
marks, which basically consist of dots and lines as well as symbols
created by combining the two. A single jeomto mark inscribed with a
single dot is the most basic unit in the symbol-gugyeol inscription system. The twin dot is classified into four types according to its direction: horizontal, vertical, oblique, and skew lines. In symbol-gugyeol
materials inscribed with stylus, in addition to dots, short lines were
used to add specific punctuation marks attached to Chinese characters that are called “to 吐” in order to aid the reading of Chinese texts.
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The to marks are also classified into horizontal, vertical, oblique, and
skewed ones. Some jeomto marks consist of the combination of dots
and lines and can be divided into eight types according to its position
and direction. Among those, such types as “!” or “¡” are called the
type of “exclamation mark” for convenience, while those like “ . ”
and “ . ” are called the type of “eyebrow.” Even jeomto makers consisting of three dots (∴) are found on the symbol-gugyeol texts. Fifteen items inscribed with stylus have been excavated to date, including volume 20 of the Jin dynasty version of Hwaeomgyeong (kept at
the Seongam Museum of Historical Literature), volume 6 of the
Jubon edition of Hwaeomgyeong (kept at the Seongam Museum of
Historical Literature, National Treasure No. 203), and volume 8 of
Yuga sajiron (Stages of Yoga Practice) (kept at the Seongam Museum
of Historical Literature). Most of them are jeomto texts inscribed in
the eleventh century and contained in Chojo daejanggyeong (The First
Tripitaka Koreana).
Most of the documents containing kunten (dots representing auxiliary words), created in the eighth century and extant in Japan, are
gugyeol sources related to the Hwaeom sect of Buddhism from the
Silla period, but they can be easily and naturally read even in the
manner of Korean gugyeol. It is noteworthy that recent studies by the
Japanese scholar Kobayashi Yoshinori reveal a historical relationship
between kunten or kakumyo of Japan and gugyeol of Korea, based on
the eighth-century texts of the Hwaeom sect that are extant in Japan.
Symbol gugyeol was created by inscribing the above-mentioned symbols into a certain place where jeomto marks are supposed to be
inscribed and attaching to marks. This is how we can translate Chinese into the Korean language of the time, as is the case with kunten
of Japan. Symbol-gugyeol texts inscribed with stylus are assessed as
groundbreaking sources in the fields of Korean linguistic history, the
exchange of characters between Korea and Japan, and the reading of
Chinese characters. The symbol-gugyeol texts from the Goryeo period
that have been discovered can be categorized into those inscribed
with stylus and those written in ink. The two groups can be considered identical in terms of the method of inscribing jeomto marks,
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although they are differed from each other in terms of sect and pedigree. There are some jeomto marks that can be read with the same
sound. For instance, the character “· ” created by putting a dot inside
the Chinese character “ ” can be deciphered as “ .” In fact, the
character “· ” has been deciphered as “ ” in all symbol-gugyeol texts
inscribed with stylus that have been discovered till now, such as
Yuga sajiron in symbol-gugyeol scripts and the Zhou dynasty version
of Hwaeomgyeong in symbol-gugyeol scripts. They exhibit a difference from the jeomto materials of Silla in the eighth century.
The interpretative-reading gugyeol is one method of reading Chinese characters by inscribing them into Korean, like creating a complete translated version of the Chinese texts. When reading the interpretative-reading gugyeol, we should first read the Chinese phonemes
with to marks attached to their right side and then go on to next
phonemes. When we find a dot at the end of the to mark or below
the original Chinese character, we should go back above and read the
Chinese phonemes with the to mark attached to their left side. This is
how we can read Chinese texts in the Korean word order. If we found
dots called yeokdokjeom (·) (reverse reading marks) added to the
phoneme with a to mark attached to their left side, we have to go
back above again and read another phoneme with a to mark attached
to their left side and then come down to read phonemes with a to
mark attached to their right side. Figure 5 shows the first text in interpretative-reading gugyeol that was discovered in Korea—the first volume of Guyeok inwanggyeong with some missing pages, found in
1973 at Munsusa temple in Seosan and presumed to have been printed in the thirteenth century. It is considered a groundbreaking discovery that opened a new horizon in the research of gugyeol as well as
the history of the Korean language. The following is part of a text in
interpretative-reading gugyeol that reveals the method for properly
reading interpretative-reading gugyeol.
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Figure 7. Guyeok inwanggyeong (The Old Translation of the
Scripture for Humane Kings), vol. 1 (woodblock
print, in the thirteenth century)

A: […]信行 具足
復
有
五道 一切衆生
復
有
他
方 不
可
量
衆
B: […]信行 具足
復
五道
一切 衆生 有
復
他
<舊仁02:01-2>
方 量
可
不
衆有
B´: […]信行乙 具足爲示彌 復爲隱 五道叱 一切 衆生是 有叱在彌 復爲隱 他方叱
量乎音 可叱爲隱 不知是飛叱 衆 有叱在彌 <舊仁02:01-2>
五道
일체
이 잇겨며
他方
量홈
C: […]信行 具足 시며
(혜아 ) 안디이 무리 잇겨며
D: […]신행을(淸信行을) 구족하시며 또 五道의 모든 중생이 있으며 또한 他方
에, 헤아릴 수 없이 많은 무리가 있으며

Sentence A is the result of the change of vertical writing in the original text into horizontal writing. The to marks inscribed on the left
side of each character are printed in superscripts in sentence A. Sentence B is the result of reading the sentence A in the Korean word
order. Sentence B´ is the result of the change of gugyeol characters
into original Chinese characters, which seems very similar to the
transcription method of hyangga. Sentence C is the result of the
change of the sentence B in interpretative-reading gugyeol into Hun-
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minjeongeum of the fifteenth century. Sentence D is the modern
translation of C.
The characteristics of the interpretative-reading gugyeol can be
summarized as follows. First, in the texts written in interpretativereading gugyeol are found to marks inscribed on the right or left side
of each original Chinese character or in the space between lines and
yeokdokjeom, which enables readers to read and translate Chinese
characters in the Korean word order. Second, yeokdokjeom or leftside to marks are usually used to indicate the Korean word order.
Third, original Chinese characters can be transliterated into Korean
Chinese characters or can just be borrowed in terms of their meaning
regardless of the appropriateness of etymological origin. Fourth, the
to marks used in interpretative-reading gugyeol mostly function as a
postposition or as a suffix, in the same manner as in phonetic-reading
gugyeol, but some of them have characteristics that cannot be found
in the texts in phonetic-reading gugyeol, such as denoting the implication of a Chinese character or using the “ending sound attachment
system.” When the “ending sound attachment system” is used, Chinese characters are to be read in their Korean translation.
The texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol that have been discovered so far include two interpretative-reading gugyeol sentences contained in the Seok hwaeom gyobungi by the Hwaeom scholar Gyunyeo (923-973), along with volume 35 of Daebanggwangbul hwaeomgyeong so, volume 14 of Daebanggwangbul hwaeomgyeong, volume 3
of Geumgwangmyeong gyeong, volume 1 of Guyeok inwanggyeong,
and volume 20 of Yuga sajiron. In addition, a sentence written in the
space between lines in volume 20 of the Jin dynasty version of
Hwaeomgyeong, which is under the possession of the Seongam Museum of Historical Literature and is categorized as a symbol-gugyeol
material inscribed with stylus, can also be considered an example of
interpretative-reading gugyeol. The sentence written in ink in the
space above the seventeenth line in Chapter 13, which seems to be
the transformation of the original text sentence, is also written in
interpretative-reading gugyeol. Volume 20 of the Jin dynasty version
of Hwaeomgyeong kept at the Seongam Museum of Historical Litera-
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ture was published prior to Chojo daejanggyeong, dating back to as
early as the tenth century. Therefore, such gugyeol characters as “ ”
( /의), “ ” (ㅅ), “ ” (아) and “ ” ( /긔) appearing in the interpretative-reading gugyeol sentences in the volume are highly valued as
early gugyeol characters.
The sentence written in the space: 有本云 衆生

身

中

.
.
The original text sentence: 於一切衆生身

A direct comparison between above-mentioned interpretative-reading
gugyeol and symbol gugyeol inscribed with stylus shows that “ . ” corresponds to “ ” (의) and “ .” corresponds to “ ” (ㅅ). This is a
good example that shows the correlation between jeomto marks and
the interpretative-reading gugyeol inscribed in to marks made up of
characters. The texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol that are extant
at the present time are dated from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries, but the linguistic phenomena reflected in those materials seem
to be older and more conservative than its actual period. The same is
true for the symbol-gugyeol texts inscribed with stylus in the tenth
century or in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The linguistic phenomena reflected in the gugyeol texts produced in this period are verified to be similar to those of hyangga. Grammatical phenomena
reflected in the idu materials from the eighth century are also found
in those gugyeol texts. Besides, the gugyeol sources from this period
are in the same line with the logographic translation (hundok)
sources from the eighth century included in the documents of the
Hwaeom sect (Avatamsaka sect) of Silla that are extant in Japan.
This conservative linguistic phenomena observed in gugyeol texts can
be ascribed to the fact that monks of each sect or school of Buddhism
in those times transmitted the gugyeol methods they learned from
teacher to student. The research value that the texts in interpretativereading gugyeol hold in the field of the history of the Korean language
can be defined as follows.
First, the texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol are significant
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primary sources that are used in research on the grammatical system
of the ancient Korean language, as they abundantly exemplify the
grammatical phenomenon of ancient Korean. Their comparison with
the texts in phonetic-reading gugyeol from the late Goryeo to early
Joseon periods, or with the Korean language of the fifteenth century,
will enable a more in-depth study of the history of Korean grammar.
Second, the texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol not only serve
as examples of the grammatical phenomenon of ancient Koreans, but
also as resources for vocabulary research. Of the vocabulary words
used in interpretative-reading gugyeol, adverbs, verbs, and nouns can
be used as resources for the research of ancient Korean words. Moreover, the texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol can be used as
research materials in the field of phonological history, but in this
case some care is needed. Because phonological heteroforms existing
in Korean language cannot be fully reflected by the transcription of
borrowed characters, the limitations inherent in the transcription of
borrowed characters should be considered when conducting research
on the transcription of borrowed characters in terms of phonological
history.
Third, the texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol may lead to a
breakthrough in decoding hyangga. If inferring the original characters
from the gugyeol characters contained in the texts in interpretativereading gugyeol and then retranscribing them, we can see that the transcription of gugyeol is similar to that of hyangga. The use of the interpretative-reading gugyeol was found to be prior to or contemporaneous
with the appearance of hyangga. Therefore, the decoding of the interpretative-reading gugyeol will help to comprehend the vocabulary
words and grammatical functions of hyangga. In fact, the words and
functions reflected in interpretative-reading gugyeol are mostly similar
to those in hyangga. That is why the texts in interpretative-reading
gugyeol can contribute to the systematic decoding of hyangga.
Fourth, the texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol testify that
until the mid-Goryeo period, there was a tradition of reading and
translating Chinese characters by transposing them according to
Korean word order instead of reading them by way of the phonetic-
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reading gugyeol. This holds great importance for scholars in the fields
of Chinese reading and East Asian character development. The same
can be said about symbol-gugyeol texts in the early years of the history of Korean language, as they also need to be read and translated in
accordance with the meanings of Chinese characters.
The writing system of the gugyeol characters contained in the
texts in interpretative-reading gugyeol from the Goryeo period can be
examined as follows:

Presumed
sound
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ㄱ/기
거
겨
고
과
곰
ㄴ/
나
노
누
니

다
뎌
뎌
뎨
도
두
디

-을
-ㄹ
라
로

[g]/gi
geo
gyeo
go
gwa
gom
gat
[n]/an
na
no
nu
ni
na
nal
da
dyeo
dyeo
dye
do
du
di
da
dal
dae
-eul
[r]
ra
ro

Daebang- Hwaeom- Guyeok Geumgwang Yuga Presumed
gwangbul gyeong inwang- myeong sajiron original
hwaeomgyeong
gyeong
character
gyeong so
只
去
在
古
果
爾
這
隱
那
奴
臥
尼
飛
斤
之
丁
彼
第
刀
斗
知
入
冬
矣
乙
羅
以
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29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

ri
ri
ryeo
[m]/eum
ma
myeo
mo
meul
[b]/eup
ba/beu
[s]
sa
sam
syeo
si
si
sap
a
아
ya
야
yeo
여
yeo
여
ye
예
o
오
o(ho)
오(호)
o
오
u(ri)
우(리)
u(ri)
우(리)
ui
의
i
이
jyeo
져
ha
하
ho(o)
호(오)
hi
히
ha
han
( 이) hai
gui
긔
리
리
려
ㅁ/음
마
며
모
믈
ㅂ/읍
/브
ㅅ
사
삼
셔
시
시

令
利
呂
音
?
彌
毛
勿
邑
火
叱
沙
三
立
賜
示
白
良
也
亦
與
乎
乎
五
又
衣
是
齊
下
乎
兮
爲
一
令
中
止

甲
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The gugyeol characters used in gugyeol writing systems are new characters created based on the tradition of Chinese-borrowing writing
systems. In other words, they are Korea’s original syllable characters
made based on simplified Chinese characters (yakcheja) or cursive
character. Due to lack of information, it cannot be determined when
these gugyeol characters were created and when they began to be
used, but it is most probable that they were partly used during the
Silla period. In fact, simplified characters (or half-byte characters) of
Chinese can be found in the characters and sources from the Baekje
period and the idu text from the Silla period. In general, gugyeol characters are created based on commonly used Chinese characters, and
more particularly based on borrowed characters. As shown in table 1,
gugyeol characters were created in accordance with a certain standard. For the most part, gugyeol characters were made based on an
upper or lower, right or left radical of a Chinese character or curve
writing characters with simple strokes. Correct forms of Chinese
characters were occasionally used but this was not general in terms
of the system of gugyeol characters. The system of gugyeol characters
usually take on the character of that of syllable characters. Sometimes gugyeol characters were used in the “ending sound attachment
system,” partly transcribing units of phoneme. Gugyeol characters are
basically either eumgaja or hungaja. The “ending sound attachment
system,” originally used in the borrowed Chinese-borrowing writing
systems of Korea, is different from the methods of transcribing syllables or unit sounds that originated in other regions using Chinese
characters. The “ending sound attachment system,” adopted in the
system of interpretative-reading gugyeol and symbol gugyeol in general reflects the final consonant of a word or a word-phrase. In this
respect, it would not be wrong to say that gugyeol partly sprang from
the phonemic writing system. It was within this tradition and history
of character development of Korea that Hunminjeongeum was
invented. Therefore, it is erroneous to claim that the developmental
process of gugyeol characters has been understood and interpreted in
terms of simplification of Chinese strokes.
The kakumyo of Japan belongs to the same category with gugyeol
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characters. It is certain that gugyeol characters of Korea and kakumyo
of Japan are interrelated in the history of character development, as
far as the two have many traits in common.
The tradition of reading Chinese characters in their Korean translations was replaced by the system of phonetic-reading gugyeol,
which was widely spread at the end of the thirteenth century. Moreover, as Hunminjeongeum was created in 1443 and Koreans intellectuals began to annotate and translate Chinese classics in Hunminjeongeum, the tradition of reading Chinese using the system of interpretative-reading gugyeol rapidly disappeared. The transition from the
system of interpretative-reading gugyeol to that of phonetic reading
gugyeol at the end of the thirteenth century, one of the most important developments in the history of reading Chinese characters,
involved many changes not only in the gugyeol system, but also in
the transcription of Chinese characters in Korea. The tradition of
reading Chinese characters in their Korean translations was formed
around the seventh century and partly continued to be practiced as
late as the late Joseon period. In addition to this tradition, the Chinese-borrowing writing systems of Korea greatly influenced the history of Japanese characters. The development of the gugyeol system
started from the previous indication of reading order using to marks
and led to the creation of the symbol-gugyeol system using jeomto
marks and the system of interpretative-reading gugyeol using to
marks, showing similarity to the development process of idu.
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GLOSSARY
buho gugyeol
Bulguksa (tapjungsu)
bosimyeong
gongjungseungso
myeonggi
Bulguksa mugujeonggwangtap jungsugi
Bulguksa seoseoktap
jungsuhyeong jigi
Chojo daejanggyeong
Daebanggwangbul
hwaeomgyeong
Daebanggwangbul
hwaeomgyeong so
Daemyeongnyul
jikhae
Donggok yeoji
seungnam
eumcha
eumdok gugyeol
eumdokja
eumgaja
gakpil
Geumgwangmyeong
gyeong
gugyeol
Guyeok inwanggyeong
huncha
hundok
hundokja
hungaja
Hunminjeongeum
Hwaeom munui
yogyeol
(J.: Japanese)

符號口訣
佛國寺(塔重修)
布施名
公衆僧小
名記
佛國寺无垢淨
光塔重修記
佛國寺西石塔
重修形止記
初雕大藏經
大方廣佛
華嚴經
大方廣佛
華嚴經疏
大明律
直解
東國輿地
勝覽
音借
音讀口訣
音讀字
音假字
角筆
金光明經
口訣
舊譯仁王經
訓借
訓讀
訓讀字
訓假字
訓民正音
華嚴文義
要訣

Hwaeomgyeong
Hwaeom munui
yogyeol mundap
hyangchal
idu
Imun jamnye
Jaemulbo
jeomto
jeomto gugyeol
Jinheungwang
Sunsubi
kakumyo (J.)
kunten (J.)
kunyomi (J.) ▶
mareum
cheomgibeop
Samguk sagi
seokdok gugyeol
Silla
hwaeomgyeong
sagyeong
joseonggi
sundok gugyeol
yakcheja
Yangjam
gyeongheom
chwaryo
yeokdokjeom
yeokdokseon
Yeongtae inyeonmyeong seokjo
birojana
buljosangmyeong
Yuga sajiron
Yuseo pilji

華嚴經
華嚴文義
要決問答
鄕札
吏讀
吏文雜例
才物譜
點吐
點吐口訣
眞興王
巡狩碑
假名
訓點
hundok
末音
添記法
三國史記
釋讀口訣
新羅
華嚴經
寫經
造成記
順讀口訣
略體字
養蠶
經驗
撮要
逆讀點
逆讀線
永泰二年
銘 石造
毘盧遮那
佛造像銘
瑜伽師地論
儒胥必知

